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Summary:

In the article we offer technological circuits of dry isostatic pressing at the
compression in sealed volume and sequential cyclical loading. We represent
original process equipment and appropriate technological processes of
pressure handling of materials of different properties and compression nature.
The offered technologies are designed for the manufacture of a broad spector
of articles: porous permeable, constructional, heat-resistant, tools etc on the
bases of metals, ceramics and graphite. There are examples of producing of
some powder articles and new compositional materials with given properties
in manufactured products.
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Pressing processis belong to the basic production phases of powder
metallurgy and to great extand define properties and quality of ready articles.

The development of pressing processes of powder materials (PM) is
being carried out in 3 directions (1):

- developing of theoretical bases;
- creation and research of new technological processes;
- improving of traditional models by creating new equipment and

instruments.
In works (1-4) it is determined that the description of multifactor seal

process of the irreversibly pressed mediums can be based on studying the
contract interaction of the particles of the medium or using continuous ideas
about its heological properties. The advantage of contact theories based on
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simulating of sea! process is its relative simplicity of estimating energy-power
parameters and density. At the same time the canonization of some positions
has caused the refusal from the search of new schemes of strain. The coming
of new models of pressing promoted moving from studying contact interaction
of particles to the developing continuous idea. Independent development of
both directions or using them together allows to get the most authentic picture
of behavious of powder medium and the whole pressing, the seal of PM
should be considered a deformation process of the bodies being pressed,
whoes properties are defined not only by porousity but also by mechanical
and structural characteristics of the medium.

Let's consider the model of the toughness of powder materials with the
surface of loading as an ellipsoid, that shows the correlation of the
component of an effort tensor with the density and mechanical and structural
characteristics of the medium.

The surface of loading looks (3):

where p = — (o., + o2 + o3) - hydrostatic pressure;

V6
T = -j= ^(c^ -c2f + (a 2 -o3f + (a, - o3 )

2 — intensity of tangent efforts;
V6

(p - functions of mechanical and structural performances of squessed
materials,

V/^]\l^, (2)

2V64^WV*,
•P= , ' • " ( 3 )

were oT - yield point of the material of dust particles in the initial state; v0
o

and v - initial and current relative density; m and / - indexes of hardening of
the descrete material at hydrostatic seal and axial pressing accordingly; £ --
factor of side thrust, depending on the porousity and properties of the material
of the powder (1).
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Fig. 1. The geometrical image of the surface of fluctuation of compressed
powder materials at various densities

Fig. 1 illustrates the geometrical image of the surface of fluctuation of
compressed powder materials at various values of density. When density is
close to the theoretical, the surface of loading looks like a streched ellipsoid.
It passes into the Mises surface at v -^1, when ojy^> °°.

Considering together the term of toughness, equations of equilibrium and
the associated law of current limiting conditions: ez - 0, we get the basic
equation for calculating the pressing pressure:

¥
2+cp2

(4)

The development of the theoretical ideas about deformation processes in
compressed powder mediums is necessary for developing new and improving
present processes of pressing.

From the variety of powder articles we should select long-length articles
and articles of complex shape, the necessity of which grows with the
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technical progress. The length of the articles is characterized by the ratio of
length / to the maximum transversal size b (l/b>3). The preference is usually
given to rotating bodies as they are the mast technological in manufacturing
and exploitation.

The radial scheme of pressing is optimum for producing long-length
articles (pipes, rods, bodies of complex shape) (1). It's characterized by
reducing cross-sectional area of the mandrel when powder compressing.
With the excluding of the processes of rolling and extruding it is carried out by
means of elastic deforming instrument in hydrostatics, hydrodynamic
machines, devices for dry isostatic pressing (DIP). The radial powder
compression by means of the elastic instrument ensures uniform
compression of all volume and thus the elimination of local planes of strain
density and conditions for violations of unity at the stages of pressing and
consequent sintering, that guarantees the required quality of the product.

The most perspective mode of pressing is DIP, which ensures saving of
material consumption and cost of the equipment, improving of the efficiency,
safety and culture of production (1).

We distinguish 2 basic DIP varieties:
- DIP at seal of a powder in closed volume on a mandrel or matrix;
- Sequential DIP at seal of a powder in nonclosed volume on a mandrel

or matrix with the use of reusable elastic reinforced envelopes.
The scheme of the most universal device realizing DIP at seal of a

powder in closed volume on a mandrel is submitted on fig. 2. Basic elements
of the device are: the case 1 and the elastic inset 2, located in the central
hole of the case making hermetic annular gap.

Pressing of the powder 3 is carried out in the mould which consists of the
forming rod of a mandrel 4 and the elastic envelope 5. The construction of the
device is carried out in such a way that the axial movements and strains of
the mould elements and strains of the elastic inset 2 are eliminated. The axial
strains of mould elements and the pressed preform are also eliminated. The
central hole of the elastic inset 2 forms the working chamber of the device,
deforming overall dimensions of the used mould. The sizes and the shape of
the pressed body are defined by the appropriate parameters of the mould.
When creating high pressure in the working concavity of the device, the
elastic inset 2 and the envelope 5 due to the theological properties of their
material uniformly distribute the pressure to the outside surface of the
compacted preform pressing it on the mandrel 4 along the whole length. After
the pressure recite the preform with an article is extracted and the process is
resumed. The advantage of the circuit is the closed hydraulic scheme of small
volume and the isolation of the mould with a preform from the hydraulic fluid
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Fig. 2. The scheme of press-block to DIP: 1 - case; 2 - elastic inset; 3 -
powder; 4 - mandrel; 5 - elastic envelope

by means of the elastic inset 2, that allows to eliminate the evacuation and
capsulation of the mould at each cycle of the pressing, as it happens in case
of hydrostatic pressing (5). When seal of pressing the air goes out through
the clearances between the mandrel 4 and the envelope 5. Therefore the
removal of pressure doesn't cause cracking of the body in the compressed
air.

In fig. 3 there is the general view of the device for pressing powders of
seal on a mandrel. The drive of supplementary movements is carried out
preumatically from a standard preumoweb with norminal pressure 0,5 MPa.
The overall dimensions of the used shape: diameter- 100 mm, length - 220
mm. The maximum dimensions of the obtained body: diameter - 70 mm,
length - 170 mm. The maximum working pressure is 150 MPa. The authors
developed the devices for radiall-isostatic pressing permitting to get an article
of length up to 600 mm with the maximum transversal size of 120 mm. The
hydraulic and mechanical drive of supplementary migrations has been
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Fig. 3. The general view of the device for pressing the powder materials on
a mandrel

produced. The possibility of the devices operating in semi-automatic regime
has been considered.

DIP on mandrel has some limitations connected with the increase of
metal consumption of the equipment (as the result of its cost) and power
inputs on powder seal when pressing articles with transversal dimensions of
more than 120 mm. For pressing such articles it's more expedient to use the
sceme of pressing on a matrix.

Pressing on a matrix is used for producing hollow articles and because of
the construction, the hole mustn't be less than 15 mm. In fig. 4 there is the
scheme of the device for producing articles with viahole at a powder seal on a
matrix (left-before pressing, right-during pressing).

The device contains the matrix 1 and the elastic puncheon 2 carried out
as an envelope dressed on the rigid frame 3. The configuration of the rigid
frame and the interior surface of the elastic envelop guarantee puncheon self-
seal while creating liquid pressure in the system of channels 4.

The device works in the following way. The matrix 1 is installed on the
base 5. The initial powder is put into the annular gap between the matrix 1
and the elastic puncheon 2. The fuse 6 is installed and then the device is
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Fig. 4 The scheme of the device for producing the powder
articles with viahole at a seal on a matrix:

1 - matrix; 2 - elastic envelope; 3 - frame; 4 -system of
channels; 5 - base; 6 - fuse; 7 - powder

closed by the frame (isn't shown). The hydraulic fluid is given to the central
channel of the frame 3 from a hydraulic station of high pressure. The
hydraulic liquid passes to the working concavity (the clearance between the
frame 3 and the elastic envelope 2) through the system of channels and
stretches the envelope. Being stretched the elastic envelope 2 transmits the
liquid pressure to the powder, pressing it on the matrix in radial direction and
in axial direction at the bottom of the article. Thus the volumetric scheme of
the deforming condition of the powder preform (isostatic pressing) is created.
The magnitude of the liquid pressure is defined by the type and condition of
the pressed powder. After the pressure is reduced the puncheon restores its
inisial size by the elastic force replacing the liquid from the working part of the
device and getting out of contact with the pressing. Then we release the
article from the frame, take off the matrix 1 with the pressing and the fuse 6
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off the base 5 and applying an axial force to the fuse 6 push out the pressing
from the matrix 1. To facilitate pushing out of the pressing from the matrix 1
it's expedient to make the hole of matrix with a grade (conic). Then the
process is repeated.

Fig. 5 shows the device for the isostatic pressing on a matrix. The device
works in a semiautomatic regime. Passing to the production of articles of
other dimensions and shapes in the limits: length-up to 150 mm, outside
diameter-up to 150 mm, is carried out by substituting the elastic puncheon
and the matrix with the appropriate.

I

Fig. 5. A view of the device for the radial (isostatic) pressing of powder
materials at compacting on a matrix

It's to be noted, that real liquid and elastic media at pressures necessary
for pressing powder materials possess compressibility (1), which causes
increase of energy losses in the process of pressing and reduces its
efficiency. For example for this reason at hydraulic pressing energy losses
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are 40-60%, depending on the volume of the media, transmitting pressure.
Devices for DIP on a matrix being different in small volumes of transmitting
media with other things equal, allow to reduce essentially energy losses
reduce and to increase efficiency of pressing processes.

It's expedient to use the pressing processes at compacting on a mandrel
and a matrix in the whole volume for articles no more than 100 mm long. The
magnification of the length of compacts leads to the growth of the equipment
dimensions. The development of the methods of the sequential pressing,
when the process of compacting is carried out continuously or at cycles not in
the whole volume of a preform allows to reduce considerably the equipment
dimensions and to obtain lengthwise measured articles of required quality
under certain conditions. More attractive seem to be the methods of pressing
based on the use of deformable instruments, manufactured from high-elastic
materials. Such an instrument, able to be deformed in the field of heavy
elastic strains with father complete restoring of properties and geometry,
ensures not only a large resource of service ability, but also high quality of

Fig. 6. The scheme of the device for realizing the
sequentially cyclic compacting of the powder tubes:

1 - elastic reinforced envelope; 2 - article; 3 -
liquid; 4 - powder; 5 - mandrel
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articles. At pressing in nonclosed volume the use of the elastic instrument
often allows to realize the scheme of loading approaching isostatic pressing.
To realize a continuity of pressing process the method of continuous
sequentially cyclic compacting has been developed. Fig. 6 illustrates the
scheme of the device for realizing it. An idiosyncrasy of the device is the
absence of the interior elastic envelope and presence of the sole reinforced
envelope 1, whose length doesn't define the length of obtained article 2.
During radial swaging at creating working pressure in liquid 3 there takes
place sequential compacting of pressed material on mandrel 5 (1).

The possibilities of dry isostatic pressing methods in sense of a variety of
configurations of pressed powder articles are wide enough. Fig. 7 shows
some aspects of powder articles compacted by dry isostatic pressing. Powder
preforms from different materials can be pressed: metals, ceramics,
polymers, graphite.

Fig. 7. A view of the articles, obtained by dry isostatic pressing

The complex technological process DIP of powder materials includes the
following basic operations:

- preparing the burden;
- filling a powder into a mould;
- installing the mould with the powder into a pressing device;
- pressing preforms up to the required density;
- extracting the mould with the compact from the working chamber of

the device;
- removal of the compact from the mandrel or extracting it from the

matrix;
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- drying the preform, if there's a plasticizer in it;
- checking the properties of the compact.
The pressing pressure is selected individually for each article depending

on its assignment (required density) and a powder material. Fig. 8 on the
example of titanium powder and copper powder illustrates characteristic
correlation between the density of powder compacts and pressing pressure.
The calculations are carried out by formula (4), the points - are experimental
data.
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Fig. 8. The correlation between the density of powder article and pressing
pressure:

1 - titanium powder; 2 - copper powder

The authors developed technological pressing processes of porous
permeable articles from metal powders based on titanium, nickel, corrosion-
proof steel, aluminum, iron, and ceramic powders of oxides, carbides.

Porous permeable articles are used for filtrating liquids and gases at
aeration processes, heat exchange, sorbing etc. Possessing high durability,
thermal and chemical stability, they are processed rather easily. The isostatic
pressing processes allow to produce multilayer articles from powders of
different granulometric composition or from different materials, what in many
cases improves operating performance of the articles (for example of filtering
ones). Raising of the pressing pressure, which leads to the consequent
increase of the compact density allows to get powder articles of
constructional assignment.

Almost all pressed powder articles at the final stage of the manufacture
are exposed to thermal processing to give them durability. In this connection
the application of self-spreading high-temperature synthesis (SHS) processes
is rather perspective, when sintering of an article takes place at the expense
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of the heat of a chemical exothermal reaction with simullaneous formation of
valuable condensed products. A powder preform is pressed from mechanical
mixture of components, called reagents, then a short thermal impulse initiates
SHS, which is a process of combustion without the supply of energy from the
outside and in many cases without the use of protective atmospheres.
Products of such reactions are materials, based on carbides, borides,
nitrides, silicides.

Due to the fact that isostatic pressing ensures high uniformity of density
distribution all along the compact the designed techniques have proved their
value in pressing powder materials with limited toughness, as in case of
ceramic materials. For the first time the authors developed pressing
techniques of test-tubes and pipes from rigid electrolytes, based on bismuth
oxide, eerie oxide, lanthanum - strontium cobaltite etc., which are applied as
electrochemical oxygen diaphragms of different types, current-conducting
jaws of high-temperature fuel elements, elements of oxygen pumps. The
application of radial pressing has allowed to get significant saving in the
manufacture of piezoelectric articles, thanks to increasing the capacity factor
of the materials and reducing a rough tolerance on machine processing more
than 10 times, There is a positive experience of producing ceramic articles
from aluminum oxide of a complicated configuration with screwed interior
surface by radial pressing the articles, not needing machine processing at all.
Dry isostatic pressing has ensured a possibility of compacting massive
articles in the form of bars with uniform density distribution, made from
zirconium oxide, which are used as account electrodes in making plasma
covering.

The use of graphite heaters in modern devices for chemical analysis has
put forward a task of their manufacture. The authors have found out, that the
radial pressing with consequent calibration allows to produce qualitative
graphite heaters, in particular, from thermally decomposed graphite. It's
perspective to use isostatic pressing of porous graphite articles for their
employment in the processes of potable water puritication.

The growing demand for the articles with strictly regulated porous
structure requires development of new appropriate techniques and materials.
The radial pressing of specially collected packages of grids, as the authors'
research has shown, allows to produce ready porous articles, which, in some
cases don't require subsequent sintering. In this case combinations of metals,
polymers, textile materials in one article are possible what can change its
onepating properties. Obtaining porous articles from metal and other
filaments is practically possible at the radial (isostatic) deformation of
windings.
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Thus dry isostatic pressing processes are used and are perspective for
obtaining articles of different assignment from a wide circle of materials.
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